Leading Through Change with Data. COVID-19 Data Hub. COVID-19 Global Daily Tracker. CXO Sanjay Poonen joins Salesforce COO Bret Taylor in a conversation about how leaders of technology companies, like VMware, are evolving their businesses for resiliency in a changing work environment. Leading Through Change. PPE in Just Six Weeks: How Honeywell Quickly Organized and Started Manufacturing To Meet COVID Demand. Karen Solomon. Every church inevitably goes through a time of leadership transition. Whether because of retirement, scandal, health complications, a change in calling or some other shift in a pastor’s life or career, churches are bound to walk through a pastoral succession of some kind eventually. A new Barna report produced in partnership with Brotherhood Mutual, Leadership Transitions, addresses this universal reality and examines how churches navigate pastoral change and stay healthy amidst the shift. Planning Ahead, Involving Congregation Lead to Better Transitions When a congregation plans long before a transition is initiated, it can shorten the overall time of a transition (once the process is kicked off), which appears to be a factor in positive outcomes. This book takes readers through a step-by-step process that can help any church make the transition from being program driven to purpose driven. Product Identifiers. Publisher. He is also the founder and director of Church Transitions, an organization that trains pastors and church leaders to effectively manage change. He has trained over 100,000 pastors and church leaders in the past seven years, and is one of the leading experts on implementing the purpose-driven paradigm in existing churches. Country of Publication. United States.